
 

Underhood 6th Gen 3-Piece Badge Plates  

Installation Instructions 

 
 

Congratulations! On your purchase of the 6th gen 3-piece badge plates we, know that you will 
enjoy having this great product in your Camaro. 

Time needed for this job is about 30 mins, you will need silicone and painter tape with you at the 
car. If it takes you longer do not worry. Take your time, and work at a comfortable pace. Please 
completely read these instructions prior to beginning. It will only take you a few minutes to 
read. If you want you can remove the hood liner to install the badge plates to make it easier so, 
you will not have to deal with painters tape and make sure that they are straight when you 
install them. Some people do if you want to go through the trouble of removing the hood liner. 

Do not skip any of the steps 
 
Step One: Make sure that the engine is off and cool. 
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Step Two: Clean factory hood liner pad as best as possible to ensure that there is no dirt or oil 
stuck to surface. 
 
                                                                                                                                      
Step Three: Take each plate and place face down on a clean smooth surface to prevent any 
scratches to the powder coat (shown in Figure 1) 
 
 
                                                                                                                                                    
Step Four: Clean and dry all of the underside plates surfaces very well especially where will 
come in contact with the hood liner, we recommend using rubbing alcohol or some other type of 
similar cleaner. 
 
 
Step Five: Apply silicone, not provided (shown in Figure 2) 
                                                                                                            
 
Step Six: Once silicone is applied to the plates, can now be mounted to hood liner one plate at a 
time (shown in Figure 3) 
 
 
Step Seven: Apply a good amount of pressure to each plate to assure good adhesion from the 
silicone for about 1 min.  
 
 
Step Eight: Take pieces of the painters tape to hold each plates in place while silicone dries.   
 
 
Step Nine: Look to see where your plates comes in contact in your engine bay you want to roll 
up a towel so, that the plates rest against the towel and engine cover but, don’t close the hood. 
 
 
Step Ten: Once plates are taped to hood liner please allow over night for silicone to dry 
completely before removing tape. 
 
 

   
 
Step Eleven: Congratulations! You are finish. Enjoy your New 6th Gen 3-Piece Badge Plates. 
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Cleaning Instructions 
 

To maintain the appearance, be sure to only use a polish suitable for powder coating and us a 
mild soap and water to clean them.  
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